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WORK IS STARTED ON '47 TAPS AS
TUDENTS ELECT TEMPORARY STAFF
Calendar
Committee
Organized

Wiggins Acting Editor;
Wartime Section Started

Faculty, Ministers
And Students Form
New Organization

Pictured above are 15 "bullets" and two new honorary members of the Pershing Rifles. On
the front row are A. J. Coleman and M. J. Pinson, honorary members. On the second row are M.
L. Morgan, H. N. Black, E. H. Stehmeyer, H. B Craig, G. W. Lindstedt, and J. E. Yonce. On the
back row are J. D. Broome, W. L. Gaillard, N. C. Brackett, G. R. Wolfe, and B. B. Smith.
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NUT BOYS

Pershing Rifles Choose
15 Best-Drilled Sophs
COLEMAN, PINSON ARE MADE
HONORARY STAFF MEMBERS

GREEN HEADS
ANNUAL RED
CROSS DRIVE
The annual Red Cross War
Fund Drive is now underway
and will last the entire length
of the month of March. The
drive, which is headed by Dr.
John C. Green, has as its goal
$1085 and to date $243 has been
collected and reported.
Capt. Henry Hill, through the
company captains, will have
charge of the drive in barracks.
If the quota can be reached by
a canvass of officers, business
establishments, schools, and barracks, no house to house canvass will be made.
Those who have not been contacted or who have not contributed or who desire to increase
their contribution are asked to
see the Red Cross representative
in their barracks or department
or to leave their check at the
Fort Hill Bank and Trust Co.

In an attempt to place Pershing Rifles on pre-war status,
fifteen sophomores have been selected as new members. The
men chosen were: H. N. Black, N. C. Brackett, J. D. Broome,
R- K. Cauthen, H. B. Craig, C. W. Doolittle, W. L. Gaillard, W.
C. Herron, G. W. Lindstedt, R. L. Mattison, M. L. Morgan,
B. B- Smith, E H. Stehmeyer, G. R. Wolfe, and J. E. Yonce.
A preliminary elimination was Clemson, was 4th Regimental
held Monday, March 11. At Headquarters, and efforts are
this time the major errors in now being made to regain that
close order drill were pointed position. The constitution states
out, and a few minutes of that only R. O. T. C. cadets can
"warm-up" drill was conducted. become members of the regiSubsequent eliminations
were mental staff; consequently, M. J.
held March 12th and 13th in or- Pinson and A. J. Coleman were
der to narrow down the contest- voted to become honorary staff
ing field in preparation for the members to form a nucleus for
final elimination held on Tues- further expansion.
day March 19. The cadets chosen
were picked on their general
military bearing, execution of the
manual of arms, and their ability to drill, neatness, and posture.
The old members of Pershing
Rifles who conducted this elimination are veterans, but they
were helped by cadet officers
The Delta chapter of Mu Beta Theiling, Chem., Sr., Orangeburg;
who took an active part in giv- Psi at Clemson was reorganized J. M. Perry, T. E. Jr., Charlotte;
ing commands, and their coope- this week by its three old rrieftn- T. F. Dabney, E. E. Jr., Rock
ration was highly needed and bers: Clyde Simmons, Charlie Hill; H. F. Frierson, Pre-Med.
greatly appreciated. Sometime Spencer, and George Bonnette. jr., Union; W. B. Nunn, Prein April or May another elimi- Mu Beta Psi is a national honor- Med. Jr., Andrews; J. W. Evans,
nation will be held for freshmen ary music graternity and mem- E. E. Jr., Kingstree; R. B. Pusrwho will be next year's active bership is determined by charac- ley, Dairy Jr, York; E. T. Viser,
members.
ter, music ability and leadership. Chem. Eng. Sr., Greenville; J.
In past years, Company C-4
The chief duty of Mu Beta T. Gregory, Pre-Med. Jr., Union;
of /Pershing Rifles,_focated at Psi is to usher at all concerts, Dick Rambke, E. E. Jr., Charlesand the chief aim of the newly ton; Elbert Hubbard, M. E. Jr.,
organized fraternity is to reor- Sumter; A. J. Rigby, M. E. Jr.,
College Calendar as of
ganize a concert band for Clem- Kingstree; and F, B. Hutto, Chem.
March 15
son.
March 25-28: Dr. Poole, Mr.
New "discords" who were Jr., Jacksonville, Fla. • Initiation
Metz and Mr. Khiard will at- elected this week are: L. " F. for Mu Beta Psi begins today.
tend meeting of Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools in Memphis.
Dr. Poole is a member of the
Executive Committee.
March 30-April 2: Spring
Holidays.
April 8: Regional Catholic
Student Meeting on Campus.
April 8-10: Waterworks Convention will be held on Campus.
April 19: Special Easter services at noon.
April 20: Limestone Choir
in chapel.
April 21: Limestone Choir
at YMCA.
April 22: Dorothy Crawford
will give character sketches.
April 23: Jussi Bjotrling,
Swedish Tenor.
April 24: Rabbi Shillman of
the Jewish Chataqua will
speak.
May 1: Banquet for church
and "Y" workers.
New "Discords" in Mu Beta Psi are: Front row, seated left to
May 1-3: Board of visitors
inspect college.
right: R. B. Pursley, W. B. Nunn, L. F. Theiling, T. F. Dabney,
May 11: Exams begin for
and E. T. Viser. Second row standing are J. M. Perry, J. W.
May Graduates.
Evans, H. F. Frierson, H. D. Rambke, J. T. Gregory, A. J. Rigby.
May 19: Commencement ExOn the third row standing are F. B. Hutto, and old members J.
ercises.
C^'Simmons, and C. A. Spencer.
Staff Photo

Mu Beta Psi Selects
Twelve New Members

r.

The first meeting of the newly
formed Calendar Committee was
held on the afternoon of March
18 in the President's office. This
committee, which was suggested
by the ministers of Clemson, will
try as far as possible to formulte
yearly, monthly, I and weekly calendars of college activities. It is
hoped that these calendars will
help the faculty, administration,
and students to schedule events
with greater .facility.
The committee will also plan
all school holidays far in advance. The calendars will be
distributed to all faculty and administrative members
through
inter-office mail and to the student body through the commandant's office.
Dr. J. E. Ward of the School
of Arts and Sciences was elected
chairman of the committee • and
Miss Virginia Shanklin, secretary to the President, was elected secretary.
Besides Dr. Ward and Miss
Shanklin, Dr. Poole appointed
the following administrative and
faculty members, ministers, and
student leaders, to the committee:
W.
A. Cunningham, Commandant; P. B. Holtzendorff,
Secretary Y. M. C. A.; Frank
Howard, Head Coach; R. A. McGinty, Vice Director of the Experiment Station; G.- E. Metz,
Registrar and Chairman of Public Occasions and Celebrations
Committee; T. W. Morgan, Assistant Director Extension Division; Joe Sherman, Publicity Director; J. H. Wooward, Alumni
Secretary; Harold Cole, Baptist
Pastor; S. J. L. Crouch, Presbyterian Pastor; E. W. Hardin,
Methodist Pastor; B. E. Llufrio,
Catholic Priest; J. A. Pinckney,
Episcopal Pastor; John Califf,
Editor of The Tiger; Harold
Payne, President of the Senior
Class; Dale VanderVoort, President of C. D. A.
This newly formed groop will
meet on the fourth Monday of
every month in the Browsing
Room of the Library. Any person who has an event which
should be included in these calendars should contact one of the
committee members.

DUO-PIANISTS-

Vronsky And Babin To Be
Presented Here March 25

An acting staff for "Taps", the Clemson yearbook, was
chosen at a meeting called by Professor John D. Lane, faculty advisor for the publication, on March 13. From a group
of twenty-seven students R. H. "Hamp" Wiggins, Civil
Engineering Senior, from Little Rock, was elected as acting
editor and Charles M. "Haystack" Joye, Textile Engineering
Senior from Columbia, was elected associate .editor and business
manager. Both Wiggins and Joye were members of the '43
Junior "Taps" Sta^f.
Wiggins appointed John W- Califf, Jr., Architectural senior from Charleston, as art editor and John T. Wigington,
EE '48 from Clemson and Bennett B. Smith, GS '48 from
Easley as photographers.
This staff will supervise the
task of getting together the wartime section of the 1947 "Taps".
The wartime section will cover
the graduates and college activities from 1944 to 1946. A permanent senior and junior staff
for the complete '47 "Taps" will
be elected from the staff now at
At a recent meeting of the work before the end of the curJunior and Senior classes it was rent semester.
voted to have a Jr.-Sr. banquet
For the present time everyone
and dance. A committee was will work on the collection of
/mmediatety formed from both ideas information, and pictures
of these upper classes for the for the immediate task that lies
purpose of carrying out the plans ahead.
involved. The dates of the junior
In the near future each perand senior class officers will act son will be assigned to a comas sponsors, and all seniors at- mittee for work according to his
tending will be given a tradi- particular abilities. Any students
tional favor as a gift from the who were not able to attend the
junior class.
first meeting and who wish to
Juniors who have paid their work on the "Taps" will be weldues, and all seniors who ex^ comed at future meetings. All
pressed a -desire are cordially suggestions and ideas for this
invited to attend the banquet, wartime section will be greatly
the material of which is gra- appreciated by the staff and
ciously donated by Captain Har- should be sent to "TAPS", Box
combe. All interested persons 579, Clemson, S. C.
may attend the Friday and SatThe students other than the
urday night dances which have
above
named temporary staff
tentative dates set for April 12th
and 13th. The Jungaleers will who turned out for work are listfurnish the music for these ed below according to class.
dances, and a large crowd is ex- From the junior class were T. A.
Covington, Simon Fogarty, J. B.
pected for both affairs.
Friday, D A. Kennerly, R. K.
McKinnon, P. L. Ritchie, and L.
E. Whitehead.
From the sophomore class
were N. C. Brackett, L. Cats,
D. L. Craig, W. C. Jones, J. S_
Liles, C. E. Lowder, G. T. McLeod, W. E. Massey, and W. M.
Wilkins. The freshmen include
W. T. Fraser, W. C. Laffaday, W.
B. Lewis, L. M. Magruder, D. S.
B. Hutto, F. W. Ix, R. T. Matti- May, and R. L. Yobs.
son, S. D. Pannington, W. S.
Reasonover, C. R. Smith, and A.
C. Sutherland.
Old members now in school include H. E. Crandall, Beverly
Freeman, J. R. McCreary, E. T.
The "torches" of Alpha Phi
Mcllgain, J. W. Rheney, J. L. Omega will sponsor the annual
Rivers, W. L. Terrell, and J. S. "Booby King" contest which
Whaley.
acclaims the uggliest man in
In the past Alpha Phi Omega school according to popular
has performed many valuable vote.
Votes will be sold for lc
services to Clemson and plans
each by "torches" and anare now being made to do many nouncement of the winner will
be made in the April Fool's Issue of the Tiger.
Alpha Phi Omega "torches"
urge each company and organization to put up their man
and back him to the fullest.
Ballot boxes will be placed
over the campus and ballots
will be sold by the "toorches".

Big Plans Made
By Juniors For
Junior-Senior

Vronsky and Babin, intrnationally famous duo piano
team, will make their first appearance at the Clemson Field
Hou^e on March 25 at 8 P. M. as the second concert in the
1946 concert series.
Vronsky and Babin, in private
The program Monday night
life Mr. and Mrs. Victor Babin, includes:
have attained exceptional ac- Andante and Variations,
claim since their American debut
Opus 4
Schumann
at New York's Town Hall of Recitative and Aria ''Sheep
February 14, 1937. Since that
May Safely Graze" . . Bach
time these artists have made ex- Duettine Concertante after
tensive tours of the American
Mozart
Ferrucie Buzoni
Continent, and have appeared Fantasia, Opus 5_.Rachnaminoff
with many outstanding sympho- Military March Rhythm
ny orchestras.
Victer Babin
Born in Russia, and each a great Waltz, Opus 15 Anten Arensky
artist in his own right, the Bab- Circus Pelk'a
Iger Stravinsky
ins first met as students of "Der Rosenkavalier"
Arthur Schnabel in Berlin. They
Waltzes'"
Strauss
were married in England some
The selections "Recitative and
time later, and it was then that Aria', Sheep May Safely Graze
they merged their careers as well and "Der Rosenkavalier Waltzas their lives to become duo pi- es" are special arrangements for
anists. Since their arrival in this two pianos by Mr. Babin.
country the Babins have become
American citizens and now during the summer when not on
tour they live at their home, appropriately named "Rancho Piano", near Santa Fe, N. M.
During the war their appearances together were temporarily
halted when Mr. Babin became
Pfc. Babin. While he served at
Boiling Field and later overseas with
the AAF.
Mrs.
The old members of Alpha Phi
Babin devoted her time regularly to musical therapy work at Omega, national serivce fraterniWalter Reed and St. Elizabeth's ty composed of college and university students who are or have
hospitals in Washington.
Along with his career as a pi- previously affiliated with the Boy
anist Mr. Babin has found time Scouts, this week selected 13 stu-v
for active composition, having dents for membership' in th c
composed original works for pi- Clemson Chapter. There are 101
ano, voice, and violin as well as chartered chapters of Alpha Phi
numerous arrangements for two Omega in the country, the Clempianos. As two pianists, these son chapter being the Gamma
young artists possess complete Lambda Chapter.
unanimity in rhythm and nuance
New members selected were
which sets them apart as excep- T. E. Boliver, J. A. Burley, J.
Along with the new professors tioally brilliant performers in W. Evans, H. F. Frierson, J. L.
that have beeti increasing the their field.
Gervais, J. W. Hawkings, F.
size of Clemson's faculty, many
former professors have been
added in recent months.
Marshall C. Bell, Assistant
Professor of Mathematics, first
came to Clemson in 1936, left
for Navy July 1942, Lieutenant
when discharged, married with
two children.
D. W. Bradbury, Assistant
Professor of Engineering Drawing, left Clemson in February of
1942, Captain in Army when discharged, lives in Seneca.
'Dr. J. T. Kroulik, Bacteriology,
M. A. from Texas and Ph. D.
from Kansas State, at Clemson
for one year, served in Army
Sanitation and Bacteriology Division, Captain when discharged.
A. D. Lewis, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering,
returned in February, has been
doing graduate work and some
teaching at Yale, received M. A.
at Yale this February.
W. Gilbert Miller, Assistant.
Professor of Mathematics, left
Clemson for Navy in fall of 1943,
was Lieutenant when discharged,
married.
J. H. Sams, Professor of MeGamma Lambda Chapter of Alpha Phi Omega got thirteen new members this week. The old
chanical Engineering, first came
members who selected these new "Torches" are (back row 1. to r.) Jack Rheney, E. T. Mcllwain,
to Clemson in 1927, went in
Army as a Captain in June of
Joe Rivers, James McCreary, John Whaley. and Henry Crandall.
1941, was a Colonel when disSecond row (1. to r.) "Torches" Frank Ix, Francis Hutto, Dudley Pennington, Henry Frierson,
charged, married.
and John Gervais.
W. M. Wachter, Assistant ProFront row (1. to r.) "Torches" Johnny Evans, Claude Smith, Joe Berly, Ted Boliver, Richard
fessor of Mechanical Engineering,
Mattison, and Jimmy Hawkins.
was a Captain in Army when
"Torches" Bill Reasonover and Alex Sutherland and old members Walter Terrell and Beverdischarged, married with one
ley
Freeman
do not appear in this picture.
child.

PROFS RETURN
TO CAMPUS

SCOOTERS

13 "Torches" Chosen
By Alpha Phi Omega

Booby King To
Be Chosen!!

By Their
Wo r ds
"I can excuse you for forgetting high school algebra, but for
heavens sake don't forget third
grade arithmetic."
Prof. Brewstcr.
» » *
"Students should expect instructions to be boring."
—Prof. Holmes.
• * »
"The Lord punishes those
whom he loves, and I love everyone of you."
—"Lord" Collings.
• » »'
"What's the matter? Got a
bone in your leg, huh?"
—"Major" Martin.
* » *
"You with me?"
—Prof. Stanley.
» » »
"He was sitting in a vacant
chair."
—Prof. Carpenter.
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CHURCH NIGHT . .
Here at Clemson for quite some time it has been the rule
that no organizations call meetings for Wednesday nights
except the church organizations for whom these nights were
always reserved. Recently, however, a good many meetings
other than those of the church organizations have been called
for Wednesday night.
With so many organizations being re-activated, the situation threatens to become quite confused. Clemson's church
organizations are in many ways the most worthy on the campus, and they certainly deserve to have one night out of the
week set aside for them. THE TIGER asks that all other
organizations comply with the request to hold Wednesday
night open as "church night" except in cases of dire emergency.
DANCE...
The Jungaleers and the CDA have received many compliments on the recent Block "C" Ball, especially on the Saturday night dance. The band is really on the ball and seems
to be climbing rapidly toward its pre-war position- The crowd
on Saturday night seemed to have much of its old pre-war
spirit.
The only complaints voiced were those concerning the
predominance of fast numbers. Too many couples were on
the sidelines during these fast numbers. It is suggested that
either more slow pieces be played or that some dancing lessons be given by the CDA as of yore or that both steps be
taken.
At any rate, THE TIGER thanks both the Jungaleers and
the CDA for a most enjoyable time.
******
THE CLEMSON SPEEDWAY . . .
If the present trend keeps up, the Indianapolis Speedway
and the Salt Lake Flats are going to have their reputations
as the world's most famous speed stretches seriously threatened by that length of highway running through the Clemson
College campus. Whenever a pedestrian attempts to cross the
highway from the post office to the business\district, he has
to run a gauntlet of speed-demons driving 10-ton trucks,
meandering motorcycles, streaking strip-downs, and just plain
passenger cars.
It is purely by an act of God, or perhaps Fate, that no
one has been killed or very seriously hurt up to this date.
Perhaps only when something terrible has happened, will
steps be taken to remedy the situation. This newspaper feels
• that this should not be the case and that something should
be done now.
It seems that the stretch of highway running through the
campus should be declared a school zone and a 15 or 20 mile
an hour be enforced with stiff penalties for any violators.
THE TIGER insists that steps in that direction be taken immediately !
******
TAPS
At'las't work has begun on the 1947 "Taps". THE TIGER
congratulates the new merribers of the temporary staff on
their willingness to work and hopes that their spirit will
continue during the long hours of hard work to come.
'"Taps" is your book: suggestions and ideas for the Wartime Section from the faculty, students, and alumni will be
greatly appreciated by the staff- It is desired by everyone
that the 1946 "Taps" will surpass in quality the Ail-American
"Taps" of previous years. To accomplish the task the cooperation of everyone will be needed. Send your suggestions to
"Taps", Box 579, Clemson, S. C.
******

VETS
C: P. Mull*, C. E. '49 of
Charleston, has returned to Clemson after receiving a discharge
from the army. Muller served
overseas for 42 months with the
combat engineers in the Alutian
Islands, England, France, Germany, and Belgium. While here
at Clemson in '41, he was a member of the swimming team, the
Block "C" Club, and the Charleston County Club.
G. M. Harris, M. E. '49, of
Greenville, is back at school
after having spent 2 1-2 years
in the army. Of this time he
spent 11 months overseas in
Belgium^ Luxenbourg, England, and France. Harris
thinks the lack of restrictions for the veterans is as
it should be and''that things
will continue to run smoothly if these conditions prevail.
He also thinks the Cadet
Corps need more discipline
in order that it «oay become
a more military organization.
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MM OF THE WEEK

Dantzler A. Kennerly, the man
of the week, is an ^g Ec. and
Eng. student from Cordova. He
fs vice-president of B. S. U., secretary of the Tri-County Club,
a member of the Junior "Y" Council, and is president of the recently re-organized "Y" Cabinet.
He is also* a member of the Tiger
Circulation staff and it a past
president of the sophomore class.
* '* »
R. K. (Bob) McKinnon, C. E.
'47, of S. George, is the Executive officer of Company A. He has
been the acting Company Commander for the past few weeks
Bob is a member of the Baptist
Student Union, Y Council, and
the American Society of Civil
Engineers. He is also an inactive member of the Executive
Sergeant's Club.

* * *

"Y" MAN KENNERLY
FEEDS BODY AND SOUL

H.'F .Murdock, Ag En. '49, of
Belton, has returned to Clemson
afttr 2 1-2 years of navy life.
During this time he saw most of
*
the larger islands of the Pacific
*
and saw action at Okinawa. He
also served in China and Korea
with occupational troops. Murdock is enjoying his life at Clemson very much and he has only
H. C. JONES
*
two complaints to make: (1)
mm
all veterans who gave service do
not rate service, and (2) the
coffee is not black enough to
Clemson is deficient. That statement applies to Clemson's lack of
a strong, effective alumni association. Contemporary institutions
suit him.
being cognizant of the necessity and benefits to be derived therefrom
have not overlooked the establishment of an alumni organization.
Upon graduation men are proud of their attendance at Clemson,
R. W. Coleman, Jr., M. E. '50, but few, if any, continue to take an active interest in the college;
of Chester, is back. at Clemson that is not illogical in view of the fact that the college takes little
after spending over 2 1-2 years interest in them. They have no way of knowing current events
in the air corps. During this time at Clemson other than through The Tiger or the "Y" News Letter,'
he spent 9 months in England the latter being of a war-time expedient. The Tiger is a student
with the 8th Air Force where he news publication concerned with news that will have an appeal to
flew 35 missions as a radio oper- the man attending classes, not the man holding such classes or the
ator on a Br-177. Coleman says man who attended those classes at some distant age in the past.
Paramount in an effective organization of alumni is a medium
the war conditions have. changed
Clemson in many ways but the for the transmission of alumni news and views, an alumni
magazine. Such publication should have a full time editor concourses are still as hard as ever.
cerned with no extraneous activities other than the collection,
publication, and distribution of alumni news. Each unit of
humanity is inherently egotistical; we are prone to take an interR. J. Cheatham, T. E. '49,
est in those organizations which take an interest in us.
of New Orleans, La., is conNothing is quite so contagious as a crusade, and what a group
tinuing his college work at
would be better qualified to initiate a crusade for a better Clemson
clemson once again. During
than an alumni organization. Certain objectives for an alumni orghis period of absence, he servanization must be established, objectives which will aid and benefit
ed with the 9th Army. With
Clemson and make her not just another college but a great instithis army, he spent 15 months
tution.
overseas in Germany and
In many instances in the past alumni of Clemson have aided
Holland, Cheatham says that" immeasurably in adding to the facilities of the college, but their
effort was unorganized. Think of the possibilitie swherein the efforts
school is fine but that everyof Clemson alumni are organized.
one should have their summer
The other day a critical but observing fellow remarked that
vacation to enjoy.
* * *
Clemson is the best in the state but the worst in the nation.. That
G. P. Robins°n> T. E. '47, of was a highly critical remark, and what was doubtless meant is there
Lancaster, has received his dis- is much room for improvement. With a little initiative on the part
interested parties an alumni organization can be started. Who
charge from the Air Corps and is of
will take the initiative? Let it be hoped that the timid souls do not
back at school again. While over- still rule supreme.
seas in China, Burma, and India,
It w°uld appear that this writer's contemporaries on the
he flew 33 round trips over the
Anderson Daily Mail are incapable of deciphering that conglo"hump" as a rado operator. They
meration of alphabetical characters which are commonly called
also supported ground troops
words; however, rather than make such an accusation, the writer
while fighting took place in China
will say that to err is human, certain Andersonians being unand Burma. Robinson hopes that
usually so. This writer, therefore, goes on record as being heartthe draft will not continue so
ily against a chimes tower as a war memorial.
that the Cadet Corps will once
It is amusing to notice the monopolistic trends of the world.
again attain the high rating that Those trends exist ntt only in uniits such as nations, but also, in
it had when he was a cadet in smaller units such as cities and towns. Clemson, it seems, is also
'41 and '42.
subject to such ills, those ills being universal in nature.

Sed Berry, Arch. '48, of Hartsville, a former cadet, is continuing his college work after completing four years service in the
army air corps. His outfit had
the longest time to get to the
overseas destination. Because of
trouble with the mechanics of
the ship, they were 93 days getting to Bombay, India, and 105
days getting to their, destination.
HONOR MONOPOLY ...
Berry was active in swimming
When one reads the accounts of the reactivation of service
events when he was here in '39.
and honor organizations, a very striking fact is evident. In
* * *
many instances some people are being tapped for all of the
F. H. Chastain, Voc. Ed. '47,
groups- This puts more emphasis on a situation which THE
of Pickens, has recently been
TIGER has recently been decrying. A very small group out
discharged from the army and
is now tfick at Qlemscm.
of Clemson's some 1500 students are doing all the work while
While in the army he actively
the remainder jit back and ride.
participated in the Luzon
In a school as large as Clemson the members of THE,
Campaign and was also in
TIGER Staff should be fighting like the very devil to hold
Japan with the occupational
their positions, however, as the matter stands, a faithful few
troops. CJiastairi says that
struggle along to turn out a worthwhile publication. At the
the conditions at Clemson for
recent meeting of students interested in working on "TAPS",
the veterans are much bettwenty seven members of our student body turned out.
ter than he had hoped they
Are these twenty-se\«en the only ones in the College who
would be.
* * *
care whether Clemson has a good year book or not? THE
Walton
M.
Stephens,
Jr., M. E.
TIGER WONDERS.
'48, of Abbeville, is continuing
t* ********
his studies again at Clemson. He
LIBRARY OPEN • . .
was a bombadier on a B-17, he
The library is now open until 10 o'clock at night. Those spent several months in England
persons who in the past were complaining about not being with the 8th Air Force. Later he
able to use the library should now use it to it's fullest advant- served in reconnaissance work m
age. The quiet atmosphere of the library affords the perfect Germany. Stephens states that
haven for those who have trouble concentrating with the he is enjoying his new set-up and
"ole lady" shooting bull or the radio going. Students affected has no complaints to make.
* * *
this way should go over to the library and really get down
J..
E.
Searcord,
Jr., T. E. '47, a
to work. ROTC cadets may sign off the guard room after
former leiutenant in the Air
long roll and stay over until 10 o'clock.
Corps, returned to Clemson last
The tiger thinks the library staff for complying with the September to resume his studies
requests of the students and asks these students to justify Seacord plays football and is
their former argument by now using the libraryfrom Greenville.
******
D. W. Quinn, T. E. '47, a formTRASH . . .
er S-Sgt of the Armf Air Corps.,
The campus today is littered with trash of every descrip- was disiharged in June '45 and
tion. To correct this unfortunate situation co-operation by entered Clemson at that time.
everyone is needed as it is in every undertaking at Clemson. Before the war, Quinn was a
It is a very simple task for one to put a candy wrapper student at Newberry College. He
or an empty cigarette package, in one's pocket and to deposit now resides in the "Chiggerville"
section of Clemson with his wife
it in the trash cans available about the campus. When a
and young daughter, Jane. He is
student is at home, he does not throw paper all over the yard. from Pelzer.
Clemson is a students home for the many months that he is
*
*
V
here; there is no excuse for -his littering the campus like a
L. F. McMakin, T. E. '47, a
garbage dump.
former member of the Army Air
For those veterans who persist in using up all the toilet Corps., returned to Clemson m
paper in the latrines to throw from the barracks windows September to resume his studies.
and make streamers from the radio aerials little can be said, He plays second base on the Tigexcept that they act like second grade men who weathered er baseball team and is an excellent student.
the storm of a world war.

Roughly
Speaking

I

TALK
of the

TOWN
L. F. THEILING
This week I would like to resort to nature as the topic
of discussion in this issue.
For those of us who stay here on the campus on the weekends, having Saturday and Sunday afternoons to ourselves,
have very little to do after preparing our lessons for the com-,
ing week and attending vespers on Sunday afternoon. For
these Cadets, I suggest a good hike .around our campus and
the neighboring lands. A.hike of this sort can and will prove
very educational and invigorating for those who try it.
Few Cadets know of the many interesting sights that can
be seen around Clemson. Included in these sights are several
places of historical importance as well as landscapes and
other scenery that are just as beautiful and awe-inspiring as
some of the advertised places of scenetic beautyRight in the middle of our campus stands the Calhoun
Mansion, the interior of which, I venture to say, has not been
looked upon by many of us. The mansion has, to the best of
the ability of those who have assisted in its reconstruction,
been restored with all of its furnishings. Of course, some
of the furniture has been lost but it has been replaced by
reasonable facsimilies representing the originals. An afternoon or a part of ah afternoon spent examining the contents
of the mansion and its construction would certainly not be
wasted.
Another place that is backed with history is the Old Stone
Church with its ancient graveyard dating back to the time
of the founding of the church. The trip would be a good
three mile hike across some very beautiful country. If you
make the trip some afternoon notice that one of the wallas of
the church is concave while the opposite wall, is convex.
This is one of the freaks of nature and was caused by the
wind.
An afternoon spent in a walk along the Seneca River
will let you in on some beautiful sights in the coming Spring.
A cross country hike over to the trussel between Calhoun
and the highway to Walhalla presents another display of
beautiful scenery as well as an' exhilarating walk.
There are probably many more places of interest that I
have not touched upon that could be found by taking off in
some direction from school ant just walk until you get ready
to turn back.
If you really want to spend a worthwhile afternoon just
take me up on my suggestion and I can almost guarantee that
you will feel that you have really gained something that can't
be obtained by staying in the barracks.
L. T. THEILING, Jr.

James Edward Stevens, T. E.,
'48, of Spartanburg, is the Executive Officer of Company B.
Ed has held this position since
September of 1945.
He is secretary of the Spartanburg County Club.
Joseph Lane Carter, T. E. '46,
of Liberty, is the Executive Officer of C Company.
He is a member of the Senior
Council. J. L.'s father, Eugene
Franklin Carter T. E. '22, is
teaching in the school of Textiles.
Carl E. L°wder, Voc. Ag. Ed.,
of Turbeville, has been Executive
Officer of Company E sinct the
beginning of the current semester.
Carl is a member of the Tiger
Platoon and an inactive member
of the Executive Sergeants Club.
Carl has had two brothers to
attend Clemson. J. M. Lowder
graduated in Voc. Ag. '41 left for
the army in '43 and is now back
in school.
J. B. Lowman, Jr., T. E.
'47, of Ballentine, has been
executive Officer of F Company since last September.
Johnny is a member of the
Tiger Platoon, Y Council, and
is Vice-president of the Lutheran Student Association.

* • *
W. E. Lindsay, T. E. '46, of
Jonesville, is the i Executive Officer of Football Company, which
to the Military department is
Company G. He has held his present position since July 2, 1945.

* * *

That, Hit and run casanovas
have them back the next day.
Seldom take the "rap",
Could it be that he doesn't like
Better watch it "Pee Wee" the life ,of a private.
Oscar Says
Don't be a sap.
Oscar Says
That sergeant-major Godwii.
That he (Oscar) surely would should realize that a certain It.
like t0 know what happened to col. just recently got out of the
P. Lo Ervin's date that he ,was hospital with a bad case of the
supposed to have Saturday night. mumps.
Oscar Says
What has happened, P. Lo, is
somebody cutting you out.
That he doesn't see hew NorOscar Says
fleet "The Needle" Harte gets
That he (Oscar) thinks that away with cutting so many classBallenger should be elefcted the es. How about it, "Forger" FortBooby King of the cadet corps ner?
Oscar Says
for 1946.
That is was too bad that Pin-Oscar SaysThat "Spike" Jones really lived son was sick last week-end.
He (Oscar) had a special treat
up to his name at the dances.
for him—a girl that would teacb
Oscar Says
That he (Oscar) would like to him the "twenty-three different
know how Troutmouth rates get- ways" to kiss.
Oscar Says
ting a week off to raise hell at
That Holtzy's "L. D.'s", "Bashthe Mardi Gras in New Orleans.
ful Bob" McKinnon and "Shoats'
-Oscar SaysThat
Clemson's
intellectual Reasonover certainly were not
gleesome
threesome,
Frank, acting like good Y boys on FriShank, and Hank', (Censored, day night. The first time is alPayne, and Jones) are planning ways bad, boys.
Oscar Says
a trip to New York during
That Joe Sherman did the
Spring holidays.
All bars ano school a favor when he dug out
night spots have been warned ir. the old nickname "L. D." for use
advance to clcse during tha, on the Y boys again. Hi, boys!
pericd to prevent New York';
Oscar Says
going dry.
That he (Oscar) does net wear
Oscar Says
a moustache. Can he help it if
That the League for the Up- Califf (The Editor) has a big
holding of Temperance and Mor- mouth? He (Oscar) just has big
als, Father Frierson, Father ears.
Evans, and tlje newest member
Oscar Says
Holy Joe Theiling, are still givThat speaking of the word
ing our friend "Sporty" Perry i Califf, he (Oscar) wonders just
bad time, especially after th where Rat "Apeface" Califf met
last dance.
Jean the campus Queen? Ac-Oscar Sayscording to a certain campus
That if things are really the character, it was in a certain
way they look, Dale Vander dark place at Kanuga.
Oscar Says
Voort should step down and giv
Shorty Collins his position ai
That he would have liked to
President of the C. D. A. To see have seen "P-Puppy" Rhyne's
Shorty at the last dance was con- face when Judy told him off at
vincing enough that he thought the dance.
Oscar Says
he should get the job.
Oscar Says
That he (Oscar) wonders what
That he would like to know Bill (the vets' Victor Mature or
why Rigby's date didn't come up "Cream-puff" whichever you preuntil
intermission
Saturday fer to call him)( Strasser got on
Night. Could it be that she the line besides fish during his
couldn't stand being with him fishing trip last week-end?
Oscar Says
any longer than was absolutely
That if Gault's opinion of himnecessary?
self meant anything to anybody
Oscar Says
That even
Senior Council but Gault, the vet with the noisy
members can get in fights every strip-down he would be the numnow and then. For those wish- ber one man at Clemson. In the
ing to know more about it, ask opinion of mest of the student
Cartee, he can give you first body he is the number one
Jack-ass.
handed information.

Thomas F. Dabney, EE '47, of
Oscar Says
Rock Hill, is Executive Officer
That Howard was heard to sayand director of the band, and has
held this position since Septem- that Prof. "Queer" Ridgeway can
ber. Tom is a member of the have his one and only any time
following organizations: AIEE, he wants her.
Oscar Says—
Junior Y Council, and president
That according to Fever "J
of the Wesley Foundation.
don't want my name in Oscar"
Mimms, he and Haystack Joye
went to Saturday morning breakfast still dressed in tails.

THROUGH
the TIGER'S
EYE...

A certain veteran has the habit
of racing about the campus mak
ing his auto back-fire day and
night. He should know that no
one thinks that he is a big time
cperater, but only an obnoxious
show-off.
The cadet corps is beginning
to look like a military organiation again meeting retreat on
Bowman Field with the exception of the very noticeable absence of officers on the company,
battalion, and regimental staffs.
Officers should set an example
fort heir men.
It appears that certain cadet
officers are ashamed of tlieir
rank for they are never seen
wearing their insignia. Others
are seen in civilian clothes or
mixtures other than uniform. If
the ress of the cadet corps is
to improve, the officers will
have to lead the way.
With the crowded conditions
existing in agricultural
and
chemistry buildings, the wasted
space in the textile building
seems rather uncalled for.
The present system whereby a
cadet can work off his demerits
by a few hours of easy work is
defeating its own purpose. If
a cadet knew that he would
definitely go on room arrest
when he exceeded his quota, the
go-too-hell attitude would be diminished.
The wearing of key chains is
definitely a senior privilege.
From the looks of things some
sophomores are putting themselves ahead two classes.
The library is now open until
ten o'clock each night. Those
wh0 previously complained about
the early closing hour of the library should now use it to their
full advantage.
The laundry seems to be very
slow in getting the laundry out
these days. A cadet sent his laundry down Monday morning of
one week and didn't get it back
until Friday of the following
week. If they are this slow, we
wonder how it will be when there
are 3,000 students in school.

Oscar Says

■

That he (Oscar) wonders what
a certain female would have done
if she had seen Ham Lawder in
action Friday night at the dance.
Oscar Says

That he (Oscar) heard "Bing"
Davis is trying to get Chip
Crowe's job of singing with the
Jungaleers.
Oscar Says

That "Horse Eyes" McCulloch
That he (Oscar) can't under- must still be pulling. He (Oscar)
stand why Riley gave up his but- just heard that he got into antons if he was going to ask to other frat.
Oscar Says

-i

Dear Tom:
I realize fully that signing my
name to a letter criticizing my
comrades in any., way is sticking
my neck out quite far ... If
striving for a better Clemson
will make enemies for me, then
I expect to accumulate many
such enemies in the course of
the years.
There are a few specific things
which, in connection with the
veterans, but the whole thing
boils down to a better spirit oi
co-operation and consideration
among certain of us. There are
a few veterans who consider that
their discharge buttons entitle
them to anything whatever regardless of its effect upon the
rest of the stu^1—' " - * - as a
whole. This is arrogance and
selfishness and not in keeping
with the conduct of a gentleman. I believe ... misbehavior
stems directly from ignorance.
We must remember that Clemson
was here before most of us were
even born . . Clemson is entitled to our respect. Otherwise,
it is doubtful just how much
benefit will be derived from our
stay here.
The veterans have been asked
time and again by Dr. Poole and
others to co-operate in various
ways.
Specifically, we were
asked to keep our automobiles
off of the hill which leads up
behind the mess hall. There are
some vets who persist in ignoring this very reasonable request.
This refusal to cooperate with
the school authorities shows a
mighty poor attitude. Veterans
who do not respect the custom
of going to the end of the bumming line and waiting their turn
show equally bad taste. I can remember how similar behavior

in a chow line in the service
aroused a howl of protest among
those who happened to be behind the man that tried to "beat
in." The circumstances at Clemson are no different. The cadet
or veteran who has to wait a
little longer for a ride home just
because some cocky veteran got
in front of him in the line is in
a hurry to get where he wants
to go. All that is needed is a
little refinement and courtesy.
Unfortunately some veterans dp
not display these attractive qualities very freely.
A number of veterans have obtained jalopies from one place or
another which is very fine. It
is not uncommon, however, at
night, to have one's studies interrupted by a series of loud
noises which some childish veteran enjoys producing by switching the ignition of his jalopy on
and off. Such behavior is not at
all becoming to one who is attending an institution of higher
learning where clear and mature
thinking is expected.
Another matter is the willingness of the administration and
other groups on the campus to
help us out. More appreciation
needs to be shown for the kind
gestures of the YMCA and other
organizations. The Y has made
every effort to make things a
little less dull here by having socials for the veterans exclusively.
These socials have included sandwiches, punch, cake, movie tickets, and other concessions furnished free by "Holtzy" and
Captain Harcombe. Few have
displayed the courtesy of saying
a "thank you" to either "Holtzy"
or Captain Harcombe.
.
All of these things can' be rec(Continued on page three)
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Intra-Squad Battle

Crowd of 400 Watches As Two Evenly
^ Matched Teams Play On Muddy Field

WITH BILLY NUNN
PRACTICE GAME
>r awhile Saturday morning, it looked as though the
U game would be called off, but it stopped raining and
me was played- The two squads probably didn't show
veil as they would have on a dry field, but a number of
had come up just to see the game, and the coaches
want to disappoint them. Coach Howard didn't have
marks to make about the outcome of the game except
e was not worried. There was nothing spectacular
the game because the mud made it necessary for both
3 to use straight football- And there again they had
■i because there was only one fullback of known fuability
avaita le. And as any coach will tell you, a good fullback is
even r.iore valuable on a wet football field where reverses
are almost useless.
for other remarks about the game, there is little to
-aid. Both teams played hard ball and if the Tigers show
uch spirit this fall, they'll be hard to stop.
INTRAMURALS
The veterans recently won the intra-mural basketball
tnent when they beat Co. E 37-37 in an overtime game.
v< erans were led by Robertson who racked up 22 points
2 games. Ned Crow did a fine job of handling the
lent and credit also goes to Professor Bill Wade who
as refree. Ned, however is not sunning himself in the
f a thing of the past no matter how good the job.
already secured softball equipment and announces
it will be distributed to the company A & R officers.
■f course, gives warning to the A & R officers to get
ball and start getting the boys ready for softball. If
>dy pitches in, the softball games can be handled with
e smoothness which characterized the basketball tournIntramuals are lots of fun when handled efficiently,
in they are allowed to lag along by themselves, they
5e all appeal. We know that Ned will do his part so
dy else try to do his.
GRIDMEN ARE VERSATILE
s past Monday, all football players who wished to turn
other sports were allowed to do so. The Tiger com:he football coaching staff on this because it shows
ey are interested in having a wellrounded athletic
and not just a powehouse football team. A number
all players turned out for baseball, a few for track,
went out for gold. Those reporting for baseball practoutfielders Cagle and Doyle, catchers Sultis and Moore,
semen Mims and Quinn, shortstop Sanders, first basePruitt, and pitcher Freeman. Jim Reynolds, a first baseo is now recoveing fom a baseball injury, is expected
t in a week or so.
Gil Rushton, a 440 runner, has turned out for track, and
Eofa Turner has announced intentions of coming out to toss
the discus around.
i lone golfer from the football team is Chip Clark who
sorted to be one of North Carolina's top amateurs while
hiarh shcool.

ABOUT BASEBALL
»s almost impossible to give any facts about baseball
hat Clemson will field a team. No one has the inside
ill the positions yet because the boys who played foot1 not report for the squad until this past Monday. How• eryone is working hard to get in shape and if hard work,
and determination mean anything, Clemson's nine will
)d one.
INCIDENTALS

r,-

:ch Goat McMillan has a new son, who, accoding to
n already make more noise than Frank Howard and
iks McFadden together- Coach Bob Jones reminds
ody that the inter-mural boxing tournament is -next
Everybody be ready. Coach Rock Norman will hold
ials for his track men soon. Then we'll find out more
who's burning up the track- Another thing, be on the
. for the list of the tennis team. Who'll be the number
an? Congratulations to the Block C for a fine Week! hey had a little competition from the weather man,
sy refused to give up- Nice going fellows.

H. Willis
TEXTILE CONSULTANT

TIME STUDY
PLANT SURVEY
COST SYSTEMS
ARBITRATION

F Company Wins
Stunt Night With
Original Skit

Howard Happy With
Old Boys Coining Back

TIGER BATMEN
CHANGE DATES

Col. Thackston Back
After ROTC Course

A, S, C. E. Oldest
Engineering
Group Active

POP LEE IS
HONORED WITH
BIG BANQUET

Everyday

Letters to
TOM CLEMSON

Clemson College's

WASTE CONTROL
LABOR RELATIONS

1800 Students

and
JOB SIMPLIFICATION
Organize

Cut a clean figure

Standards Department
Train Your Men to Run
Standards Department

S. c.

Jones Announces
Golf Schedule

One o' fthe high points of the
intra-mural sports' program at
Clemson is the basketball tournament which was plyed off in
the field house last week. The
"Vets"
won the tournament
in the finals from "E" Company
in a hotly contested game. With
the game tied 33 to 33 at the
final teams went into a overtime
period which put the "Veterans"
out on top as the victor by a
score of 37-35.
The following is a list of games,
who won and the high individual
scorer for each company in the
firs tround of the tournament:
"A" Company beat "B" Company 33-11.
Randall of "A"—10 pts.
Thompson o~ "B"—5 pts.
"E" Company beat "C" Company 48-46.
Richardson of "E"—18 pts.
Brunspn of "C"—20 pts.

"G" Company beat "F" Company 59-23.
McKenzie of "G"—16 pts.
Darby of "F"—11 pts.
Veterans beat Band 44-28.
Hemphill- veteran—1 Opts.
Leopard - Band—6pts.
The semi-finals:
"E" Company beat "A" Company 53-27.
Anderson of "A"—9 pts.
Brannen of "E"—14 pts.
Robertson of the veterans team
was the high scorer for the tournament followed closely by Richardson of "E" Company. Robertson with 42 pts. was high scorer and also he had a 14 pt. per
game average. The finals game
between "E" and the veterans
was the best in the tournament,
sinue both teams were almost
evenly matched. The overtime
perod climaxed the game.

Swimming & Life
Saving Classes
Start At "Y"

Spring "Y" Retreat
Will Be Held In May

Thirty or more boys have reported for senior life saving and
for instructors training in the
YMCA
swimming pool. Mr.
Holtzendorff reports that a number of -these men are showing
real ability and predicts that a
large additional number of boys
will soon be enrolled in these
swimming classes.
Any men who have passed the
instructor's course and will volunteer to assist with these classes will be more than welcome by
Mr. Holtzendorff.
Many camps and state parks
are anxious to get Life Guards
and water front men. If you
are interested in a job, please
leave your name, home address,
and room number at the Y office.

Telephone 5611

The Cadet Laundry

Accoring to information received here by BuT Reasonover,
State Treasurer for the Spring
YW-YMCA Retreat, Spring Retreat will be held this year at
Camp Forest, near Cheraw, the
first week-end in May.
Beach Gattman, USNROTC,
President for the Spring Retreat,
from Carolina, stated that the
program would be in the nature
of a training and inspirational
conference. Increases have been
made in each school quota where
returning veterans have influenced the enrollment of the
school.
In a statement made by Cabinet President Dan Kennerly, he
stated that the Clemson quota
would be filled from members
of the Freshman, Sophomore, and
Junior Councils and from the
Cabinet.

Heyward Mahon Co.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys
"Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville"

On Sale At Your Favorite Eating Place

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

A. W. COX
Easley, South Carolina
Distributor, U. S. Baking Co. Cakes and
Capital City Potato Chips

YOU WILL FIND

GOOD FOOD
The COLLEGE CAFE
at the

CLEMSON,

"Clemson's Finest"
—:—
SOUTH CAROLINA

SWIMMING TRUNKS...
A complete assortment by RUBGY in
Yellow ....
Egg shell • . . .
Ivory ....

Clemson Pharmacy
& Bus Station

JOB ANALYSIS

mson,

The climax of the spring football practice came about |
last Saturday when a small preview game was played in the |
Clemson Memorial Stadium between two evenly matched i
teams, picked from the regular Tiger squad. The Orange
team, led by its captain Ralph Jenkins, defeated the Blues,
captained by "Bull" Cagle, with the score at the final whistle
bing 6-0.
All the proceeds from the game
are turned over to the Block "C"
Club which is using the money to
reactivate its club on the campus. Many old members of the
club are returning to school and
the club is beginning to has that
Coach Bob Jones has announcpre-war look about it.
ed the following matches for
The weather being very incle- Clemson's golf team: Davidson :' ::M
ment, the game was almost post- at Davidson on March 26, Uniponed by Head Coach Howard versity of South Carolina at
and his staff. However this was Clemson on April 8, University
not done because the game had of South Carolina at Columbia
received a large amount of pub- on April 12, and Davidson at
licity and a large crowd was ex- Clemson on May 3.
Eddis "Fireball " Freeman brings down Hal LeonThe team will also play the
pected. Up until game time,
ard in the intra-squad game played last Saturday. FreeSouthern
Intercollegiate
Tournawhich was at two o'clock, it had
man's orange jerseyed team won the encounter by a
rained off and on but even so ment at Athens on the 16, 17, and
score of 6 to 0.
ur
18
of
April.
Boys
out
for
the
there were f°
hundred spectateam
are
Don
Rader,
Ben
Mctors at the game. A much larger
crowd was expected and no doubt Dowell, Bieman McKenzie, Charthey would have come if the lie Fant, Chip Clark, and R. H.
Pickens.
weather had been favorable.
With water standing on the
field and mud being generated
in great quantities, after the first
Among the things that keep the football coaches from
few plays, the field was in no
going around with drawn faces is the fact that several boys
condition to play on.
who played good ball in former years are expected to be on
The winning tally was executed
deck when the first whistle blows next fall.
on the last play of the first half.
Carey Cox was supposed to leave now, bm. is expected to enArial Warrick .freshman tailback,
threw a beautiful spiraling pass
The annual Stunt Night Pro- play for Clemson in '43, but he ter school this summer.
for twenty-eight yards to veteran gram was held in the College became a member of the naval
Frank Gillespie of Tarns, West,
end Chip Clark who ran fifteen Chapel at 7:00 on the night of training program and was sta- Va., played varsity basketball
yards to cross the goal for the March 14. Six ROTC companies tioned at Carolina. He was cap- here in '42 and was first baselone tally of the game.
put on stunts with Robert K. tain of the Carolina team for man on the baseball team in '43.
Most of the game was played McKinnon cf St. George per- the Clemson game. Carey, a Frank has three more years of
between the two thirty-yard line forming as Master of Ceremo- Dawson, Ga., boy, called coach football. Gillespie is expected
stripes as the wet, muddy field nies. The program, which was Howard just after landing in the back in September.
and slippery ball halted any long under the sponsorship of the states recently and said, "I'm
Bill Hunter, letterman guard
sustained drive toward pay dirt. Junior; YMCA Council], had a coming back. Save me a place."
in
'42, will be back as soon as he
Another
fellow
who
will
be
The game was almost entirely of group of residents of the cama defensive nature with lines- pus as judges and the prizes that out to get in his share of the is discharged. He is to take
men Bob Turner, "Bo" Saunders, were awarded were donated by knocks at Clemson's opponents is part in the atomic bomb experiWillie Smith. "Big Willie" play- ment before his discharge. Bill
and "Bull" Cagle showing their several local merchants.
weighed 156 lbs. when he was
stuff in this field.
"F" Company took first place ed regular tackle here in '42 and here but he has grown up and
Under the watchful eyes of with a stunt entitled "Woo-Woo then played a season for Ga.
Head Coach's able Coaching staff, Matrimonial Hour". The high- Tech in '43. He is on terminal now tips the scales at 210.
consisting of coaches McMillian, light of this skit was the imitaMcFadden, Jones, and Cox, the tion of professors by members
team had quite a bit to answer of the cast. A tie from Hoke
for after the game, dealing with Sloan and a box of candy was
their mistakes made in the game. awarded to Giles F. Lewis of
Colonel Albert J. Thackston
With so many boys incapaciat- Orlando, Florida, who was in
Coach Randy Hinson has an- has recently returned from an
ed because of injuries and the charge of the stunt. Free meals
weather being as it was Saturday, were awarded to the ijest of the nounced the following additions R. O. T. C. Orientation Course
the coaching (staff knew they cast by both the College Cafe and changes in the Tiger base- established by the War Department for officers assigned to
would have a hard time trying and the YMCA Cafeteria. Also ball schedule.
The game with Carolina that R. O. T. C. training. The course
to pick out the best boys that cigaretes from the Bus Station
was
scheduled
Tor
April
26
has
was held at Fort Belvoir, Virwill constitute a smooth work- and free passes to the movies at
ing string. Much work will have the YMCA were awarded to all been changed to April 3. The ginia, and the branch school of
to be done before this coming the participants in the stunt. game with Erskine at Due West the officer concerned.
Band Company, which was led has been changed from April 27
season.
Colonel Thackston attended the
to April 26. The Tigers have
The most promising prospects by Edwin A. Freeman of Clemfirst phase of the course at Fort
also
added
two
games
to
their
for the now vacant tailback slot son, took second place wih a
schedule.
They will play the Belvoir, where all officers, irreare Bobby Gage, Sophmore from stunt entitled "Truth or Else". 5th Corps team f om Fort Jack- spective of their branch of serr
Anderson, Freshman Hal Leonard This "quiz" program took mem- son at Clemson on
March 30 at vice, are given instruction on the
from Columbia, and "Old- Hick- bers of the audience and made Clemson and at Columbia on background of R. O. T. C, methory" Warrick. These boys show- them pay the consequences when April 27.
ods of instruction, and an aped different degrees of promise they failed to answer the quesproach to each of the several subin passing, punting, and in run- tions. All the cast were awardjects required to be taught in the
ning, the essentials of a good tail- ed passes to ' the movies at the
Advanced R. O. T. C. course.
back must have. Gage is most YMCA.
This phase lasted ten days.
favored for this spot because he
The other stunts with their
The second phase of Colonel
has had more experience and leaders were as follows: "A"
Thackston's course was presenthas worked with the team long- Company, "My Day", Henry
ed at The Infantry School, Fort
"B"
Company,
er. With time and practice Leon- Tecklenberg;
Benning, Georgia. For a period
ard or Warrick may take this "Boogieing with B", B. H. Cato;
"C" Company, "The Devil Strikes
The local student chapter of of thirty days instruction was
position over.
Joe Sherman held a supper at Midnight", C. G. Brown; and A. S. C. E., inactive since '43, given in all subjects specifically
after the game for the coaches, G" Company, "The Permit", F. has recently been reorganized. associated with infantry, emphaASCE is the oldest national En- sizing
Athletic Council Members, Block C. Peschl.
weapons, technique of
gineering Society being founded
"C" Officials, sportswriters, and
fire, and individual and small
in 1852 for the oldest form of
other guests. The feast was preunit problems.
engineering.
pared by Captain Harcombe and
The eleven old members are:
as only Captain Harcombe can
J. Goodman, H. C. Jones, J. N.'
prepare it and all the guests had
Mahon, H. S. Payne, A. E. Pettit,'
and enjoyable time. The visiting
IS SOMEBODY'S
J. R. Potter, E. Smoyver, D. Sosa,
sportswriters were Ray Howe,
Jr., B. W. Waldman, Jr., R.
Charlotte; Jake Penland, ColumBirthday OR Anniversary
H. Wiggins, and M. E. Wilson.
bia; Red Canup, Anderson; and
At
a
recent
meeting
the
folPaul Barrett, Greenville.
You'll make an added
Renewing a tradition of the
The forty boys that played Architectural
hit if it's a gift by
Department, the lowing officers were elected: H.
Scottie.
Saturday deserved all the praise Minarets gave a birthday ban- C. Jones, President; H. L. HinBILLFOLDS
these sportswriters gave them in quet in honor of Professor Ru- dricks, Vice-President; and M. E.
DRESSING SETS
their columns, the next day.
dolph E. "Pop" Lee, Dean of Ar- Wilson, Secretary and Treasurer.
KEY CASES
chitecture, which was attended These officers are all old memTOBACCO POUCHES
bers
and
returned
veterans.
by Professors and students of the
CIGARETTE CASES (^
President Jones has announced
department. The banquet was
held in the College Mess Hall on that the next formal meeting
will be held at 7 p. m. Tuesday,
the night of March 12.
Continued from page 2—
After a fine meal, which Cap- March 26. Among other things,
the program will consist of five
tified by a more realistic attitude tain Harcombe prepared, the
talks by student members and
toward Clemson and the college newly elected members of the
an outstanding member of the
in general. If all benefits of col- Minarets staged a skit entitled
faculty will be asked to address
"The
Big
Four."
The
skit
mimlege are to be obtained in the
the society.
class room, we are destined to icked the actions of the four proexperience a mighty dull and un- fessors now in the department.
Colonel T. L. Futch, ROTC
After the skit, Professor Lee Affairs Officer of the First Army,
interesting life here. Mental
training does not consist of schol- was presented a gift of three assisted by Captain G. E. Vanarship alone. Some veterans with Stirling silver goblets by O'Neil derslice, inspected the college
ability . . . are reluctant to take Jacobs, President of the Minarets. and campus last week. Their
part in any of the extra curricu- These goblets complete a set of purpose was to get acquainted
lar activities such as the Tiger, eight which were given to Pro- with the military personnel at
the Y, and many other organi- fessor Lee by the Architectural Clemson and to investigate the
Scuttle LEATHER WARE
zations. These same students Students at parties prior to 1943. needs of the military unit.
will realize around graduation
time . . . some things that they period of time and who exhave missed in college which perienced the least amount of
they should have had.
war's horrors and. discotnforts.
It is rare that a veteran who
If the veterans at Clemson
went through combat overseas
are going to be of real benefit
is found among the unruly
instead of a hindrance during
group, who become very indigtheir stay here, it is time that
nant when asked to cooperate
some of them forget their own
with the school authorities,
selfish interests and begin
the school authoriies.
thinking in terms of those who
Possibly what I have said may
are required to associate with
them. . . . the majority of the anger some and benefit others.
veterans have displayed good It has been aptly stated that the
attitudes and marks of courte- greatest blessing in life is to be
sy and it is a pleasure to be as- able to live and think more
Because their Laundry is done by
sociated with them. This letter clearly than the vulgar herd.
is not intended for them. . . . Let us take pride in our ability
That those veterans who do the to rise above the greed, arromajority of the griping and gance and lawlessness which
who are the more persistent in seemed to be characteristic of the
asserting what they think are hordes which just recently sought
"rights" are often the ones that to conquer and enslave the world.
E. T. VISER.
were in the service the shorter

Vets Beat E Co To Win
Intra-mural Cage Title

HOKE SLOAN
"Outfitters to Clemson Men"

FLY — FLY
FLY — FLY
SALES, SERVICES, RENTALS, CHARTER TRIPS
FLY

with

Carolina
Aero Service
telephone 1632-w
Anderson, South Carolina _ ghips

For

Your

Uge

_

Flight Instructions at
AERONCO CHAMPION
Reasonable Cost
Solo
Ryan Pt 22
. • . Courses . . . Private
FAIRCHILD 24
Courses . . . Sales . . .
CUBS
Services
TAYLORCRAFT
ANDERSON AIRPORT, ANDERSON, S. G
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Large Majority Of Students Favor "Rat" System
Large No. ROTC Think Prof. Sam "Slim" Rhodes 75 MM CANNON
FOR CLEMSON
Week-End Leave Should
Was First Tiger Editor
End 11:30 P. M Sunday
Prof. Sam R. Rhodes, affectionately known to Clemson
Cadets as "Slim" Rhodes, was born in Darlington, S. C-, but
spent most of his life in Florence, S. C, Prof. Rhodes began
his college career at Furman University, graduating and receiving his Masters Degree in 1910. After graduation he
taught in the Public Schools of S. C. for four years.
Prof. Rhodes became first associated with Clemson in 1905
where he taught during the summer semester.
While here, he
met Dr. W. M. Riggs, then Dean
of Engineering and later the
president of Clemson who talked
him into taking up Engineering.
Prof. Rhodes became interested
and came to college here for two
years, receiving his degree in engineering in 1907.
While at Clemson Prof. Rhodes
then "Cadet" Rhodes, was very
interested in sports and became
a (member of the track team. He
has been active in the American
Institute of Engineering since
1911 and Student Counselor for
the local branch for some 25
years. Prof. Rhodes has been a
member of the A. I. E. E. for 25
years and has advanced to Fellow Membership since 1911. Prof.
Rhodes has been very interested
in Y. M. C. A. work on the CamPROF. SAM. R. RHODES
pus for many years, he himself
being a member of the Athletic
Upon graduation from ClemCouncil and the Schedule Committee. He is also a member of son, Prof. Rhodes took a posithe Building and Grounds Com- tion with the Gen. Electric Co.,
mittee of Clemson. Aside from for two years and later as inhis work, his favorite pastime, structor at U. of N. Dakota.
he relates, is fishing which he The "dear ole Clemson" fever
does quite too seldom it seems. hit him again in 1913, at which
Clemson Cadets will always time he became a Professor
have a warm spot in their hearts in Mechanical and Electrical Enfor "Slim" for his chummy gineering. He became head of
"Goodmorning Gentlemen" can- the electrical engineering denot easily be forgotten by those partment in 1929.
Prof. Rhodes was awarded s
who know him.
Another highlight of his col- Professional Degree in E. E. in
lege career came when he be- 1928 at the laying of the cornercame Editor in Chief of the stone of Riggs Bldg. Since that
first issue of "The Tiger" ever time he has spent many sumto be printed. It was begun, mers working for G. E. and WestProf. Rhodes recalls, "to raise
money to print the college an- inghouse in various engineering
departments.
nual."

In the past two issues of the Tiger, the staff has given
it's readers the results of the Tiger Poll as pertaining to the
first two qustions. In this issue, accounts of the third and
fifth questions will be revealed. The topics discussed by these
questions are freshman service and weekend privileges respectivly.
NO
Number Four
YES
The questions discussed on Fres.
65
vets
18
ifreshman service were as fol275
ROTC
75
lows: 1. Are you in favor of the Soph.
88
vets
77
present freshman "rat" system?;
191
ROTC
15
2. Were you ever hurt mentally Jr.
47
8
vets
or moraly while giving service?;
1
46
ROTC
3. Do you approve of cutting a Sr.
39
vets
2
freshman's hair when he enters
2
8
ROTC
college?; 4. Did giving "rat"
762
129
service interfere seriously with Number Five
NO
YES
your academic work while a Fresh.
23
vets
66
freshman?; and 5. Do you think
109
264
ROTC
Clemson's famed "rat" system
3
91
vets
was an important factor respon- Soph
21
177
ROTC
sible for the "late" high Clem51
2
Jr.
vets
son spirit?. This series of ques44
3
ROTC
tions was answered as follows:
Sr.
41
1
vets
9
1
YES
NO
ROTC
Number One
2
1
vets
63
27 Sp. St.
Freshman:
vets
164
312
50
731
ROTC
78
13
vets:
Soph.
Two hundred and eighty one
191
13 students did not vote on this
ROTC
44
8 question but 12% of the studvets
Jr.
40
7 ents voting voted yes; and 88%
ROTC
39
3 voted no.
vets
Senior
9
1
ROTC
The question discussed, on
2
2
vets
Sp. St.
weekend privileges were voted
778
124 on as follows: 1. Do you favor
As is obvious, a number of stud- weekend leaves to end at 8:30,
ents did not vote on this ques- 10.30 or 11:30
8:30
10:30 11:30
tion, the total being 264. Of the
16
72
290
ones' that did vote, however, 87% Fresh.
voted affirmatively and 13% votROTC
148
Soph.
42
15
ed negatively.
ROTC
YES
NO
Number Two
36
Jr
10
vets
4
82
Fresh.
ROTC
ROTC
41
325- Sr.
vets
5
91
Soph.
ROTC
ROTC
6
200
480
126
35
vets
3
52
Jr
The ROTC was considered rathROTC
—
47
vets
1
42 er than the vets on this and the
Sr.
ROTC
_
10 following questions due to the
Sp St.
vets
—
4 fact that vets do not abide by
60
853 weekend privileges. On this
Again the case of a number of question, 5% voted for 8:30, 19%
II,
students not voting occurred but voted for 10:30 and 76% voted
considering the ones that did for 11:30.
vote, there were 6% affirmative
2. Does returning by 8:30 from
and 94% negative.
weekend leaves cause you to study
NO more than if you returned at a
YES
Number Three
26 later hour?
65
vets
Fresh.
NO
YES
34
333
ROTC
340
35
14-, Fresh.
80
vets
Soph.
182
24
8 Soph.
198
ROTC
3
45
Jr
6
49
vets
Jr.
7
3
1 Sr
46
ROTC
574
65
2
vets
39
Sr.
10% of the ROTC voting, voted
1
9
ROTC
in the affirmative and 90% voted
4
vets
Sp. St.
92 in the negative.
823
3. Do you think a freshman's
10% of the students" voting on grade point ratio should affect
this question voted in the nega- the number of weekends a freshtive and 90% of the students man should rate?
voted in the affirmative.
YES
NO
Fresh.
125
248
Soph.
108
94
VETSJr.
27
20
LIFE INSURANCE
Sr.
4
6
264
268
for only $17.50 per year
This question was answered
$2000 life insurance
Improvements costing approxiwith approximately 50% affirm- mately $50,000 are planned by
ages 16 to 35
ative and 50% negative.
the Clemson College Baptist
Remember to look in the next Church.
I. N- PATTERSON
issue
of
the
Tiger
for
the
results
Box 704
Architectural plans include a
of the remaining two questions new kitchen, new Sunday school,
Clemson, S. G
of the Tiger Poll.
and recreation hall. Six new
class rooms for students will
als0 be added to the Sunday
THE CADETS MEET AND EAT AT
school.
Clemson
College Baptist
Church, which was founded in
1908, now has 400 members in
addition to the 640 Baptist students and returned servicemen;
"TILLIE" HAYWOOD
more than 100 of this number
Owner
are married. Rev. Harold Cole,
pastor, estimated, there will be
approximately
one thousand BapHOT
DOGS
SOFT DRINKS
tist students when the Clemson
enrollment returns to its pre-war
On The Corner
peak.

i
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CLEMSON CADETS
ARE ALWAYS WELCOME
AT THE

|
J
I

MAYFAIR GRILL
ANDERSON

MAIN STREET

Stone Brothers
Civilian And Military Clothiers
Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students
108 N. Main St.
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Greenville, S. C.

$

Green Is To Head
R E W Committee
At a meeting of the Religious
Emphasis Week Comanittee held
last Tuesday, Prof. Claude B.
Green was elected chairman of
the committee for next year. He
succeeds Prof. I. A. Trively.
Prof Green was vice-chairman
this year.
Mr. Charlie Morgan was elected permanent Executive Secreand Mr. J. Roy Cooper was elected permanent Executive Secretary of the committee.
Plans now are to have one
main speaker and several "trouble shooters" next year instead of
having four speakers as this year.
Further
plans for ■ Religious
Week next year will be announced later.

PSA Holds Joint
Meeting At Furman
Twenty-five cadets of the P.
S. A. attended a social with the
Presbyterian club of G. W. C. at
the First Presbyterian Church in
Greenville on Wednesday night,
March 13. The cadets in charge
of the program ■were: Reid Horton, Henry Frierson, Ulric Monts.
A social hour of refreshments
and fun followed the services.

Fort Hill Presbyterian Church to
Observe Fiftieth Anniversary Soon

Beta Sigma Chi Active
Scholarships to be
Given to Freshman

Fresh Councilmen
Elect Officers

Fogarty Heads
Newman Club

Baptists Plan Big Richland County Boys
Club
Church Expansion Re-Organize
The Richland County-Clem-

THE TIGER'S DEN

The War Department has announced a new table of allowances for the Advanced ROTC.
The new table provides for more
modern equipment such as heavier mortars and machine guns
and other types of automatic
weapons. Trucks and trailers are
to be alloted in proportion to the
number of students.
An item which will be of interest to the whole cadet corps
is the allotment of a saluting
gun which can be acquired if the
college pays for the transportation of the gun and provided
there is no expense to the War
Department. A cannon of this
type, which will be at least a 75
M.M. cannon, was on the campus
before the war, and it can be
fired when a high ranking officer visits the campus and at
retreat
ceremonies.
A ■ new
Table of Allowances is being
formulated for the basic ROTC
The Fort Hill Presbyterian
course, and it will most probably
be issued prior to the opening of church will observe the fiftieth
anniversary of the first service
school in September.
held in the ehurch on Sunday,
April 7. The first service was held
the first Sunday in April 1196,
the church having been organied
shortly prior to that time.
Of the 33 charter members
only one, Mrs. S. W. Evans, wife
of Clemson's treasurer is living
At a recent meting Beta Sigma today.
The church's first minister was
Chi, the Charleston club, was reactivated and ten new members Rev. B. P. Reid, who served
were added. To qualify for mem- from 1896-1900. Rev. F. W.
bership in the club a student Gregg, D. D., (1903-1905), Rev.
must live in Charleston or with- W. H. Mills, D. D., (1906-1917),
in a fifty mile radius and must
have the unanimous vote of all
old members.
One of the main purposes of
the organization is to give a
scholarship each year to a deserving freshman from CharlesA reorganized Freshman "Y"
ton; the recipient of this schol- Council elected its officers for
arship being chosen by a com- the remainder of the semester at
petitive examination.
the regular weekly meting on
The club usually raises funds March 11. Boys elected were:
for this scholarship by giving a Earle E. Morris of Pickens, Presdance in Charleston during the ident; Phelps H. Bultman of
Christmas
holidays;
however, Sumter, Vice-President; and Eddue to the date of reorganization, win H. Rhyne of Clemson, Secthe dance this year will be given retary-Treasurer.
the first part of June.
A membership committee of
The ten new members are:
Bill Darby of Fort Motte, Sam
John Califf, Frank Cartwright,
Philip Gervais, Gordon Hay, Ellis McGregor of Columbia, and
Phelps Bultman was appointed
Hay, Richardson. Hanckel, Eddie
for the; purpose of increasing
Jenkins, Joe Rivers, Ed Stehmeymembership and getting a defier, and Tommy Thornhill. The nite quota from each company.
old members, John Whaley, Bill
Boyle, and John Gervais, will A goal of 30 boys has been set
as the total number to be in the
carry the new members through
council with at least a few boys
from each company.
A week-end jaunt is being
planned for March 23-24. The
group is going to Rocky Bottom
and will stay at the mountain
The Clemson College Newman house of Earle Morris.
Club, an organization for Catholic students, attended a social
week-end meeting on February
16, 17, at the University of Georgia. The week-end consisted of
a reception, a banquet, and a
formal dance. A similar invitaThe Aiken-Edgefield-Augusta
tion is hoped to be extended in Club has announced that it will
the future.
sponsor a dance on the night of
Elections were held in the "Y" March 30th at the Aiken Muon Monday night, March 11. The nicipal Auditorium. The music
club officers now include: Simon will be furnished by Slaughter's
Fogarty, President; Ezio Smoy- orchestra, and admission will be
ver, Vice-President; Albert Fa- by invitation only.
rah, Secretary-Treasurer;
and
The recently reactivated club
Norman Waddell, Corresponding now has thirty-two members
Secretary.
headed by Dale G. VanderVoort,

son Club was reorganized on
Monday night, March 18. This
was the first meeting since spring
of '43, and the first (meeting will
be held on March 25 at which
time officers will be elected. Approximately 25 members turned
out for the first meeting and all
interested persons are requested
to attend all future meetings.
Mostly veterans are active in
this organiation but all students
are urged to take part so that
this club can again be put on a
pre-war status.
Tentative plans for a dance are
being made which will be held
immediately preceding the summer session.

Large Numbr of Army
Men Trained Here

Aiken-CIemson Group
Plans Dance Mar. 30

*

Rev. W. E. Davis, D. D., (19181922), Rev. John McSween, D. D.,
(1923-1935), have served as ministers.
Rev. S. J. L. Crouch,
Ph. D. is no wminister and has
been here since 1925.
The church had four buildings
during the 50 year period. The
original structure was built in
1896; additions and renovations
were made hi 1914 when the four
churches then on the campus
took over the religious activities
of the students. Before this time
morning- worship and Sunday
School were held in the College

Gandy Memorial Fund
Is Given To Library

Auditorium for the students.
A new building, similar to the
present structure, was built, using
the auditorium of the old building, in 1931. This structure was
completely burned on December
4, 1932. The present structure
was erected in 1833, the first service being held the first Sunday
in September, 1933.
The church has grown from a
membership of 33 to a present
total of 193 members. Also the
church now serves 261 Presbyterian students.
Mr. B. H. Stribling is Stated
Clerk of the Session of the Fort
Hill Presbyterian church. Mr.
5. W. Evans, is chairman of the
Diaconate, and Prof. B. E. Goodale is vice-chairman. - Prof. M.
E. Bradley is superintendent of
the Sunday School, and Cadet H.
F. Frierson is president of the
Presbyterian Students association.

The parents and- relatives of
Sgt. John E. Gandy, Jr., Agronomy '38, of Rock Hill, have given
in his memory $150 to the college library. This money is to
be used to buy books for the Agricultural Department of the library.
Sgt. Gandy was killed in action in Italy on December 9,
1943. Before entering the service he was employed by the
Soil Conservation
Service as
Junior Agronomist.

Radios Repaired
College Radio Service
Basement
SIXTH BARRACKS
see

J. C. Martin
Room 6-302

Drawing Instruments

Slide Rules

Below OPA Ceiling

FOR SALE
I offer for sale the following mechandise which is
Brand New and Has Never Been Opened. Guaranteed to be Absolutely the Same Make and Same
TRADE MARK supplies you will purchase elsewhere
at a price of many more dollars:
24 Log Slide Rules, 10" length, with case
and book of instructions
—
$7.50
36 No. 614 Charvos Drawing Instruments 9.50 per set
36 No. 613 Charvos Drawing Instruments 12-50 per set
36 No. 814 Charvos Drawing Instruments 15.00 per set
24 ESCO Drawing Boards 20 x 24"
1.70 each
36 Post 5" Slide Rules (Textile Math) with
leather case and instructions
3-00 each
50 Best Made F-Square 24" length
1.75 each
50 Irregular Curves, 12" length
.75 each
Also hundreds of articles such as triangular
scales, 45 degree & 30 x 60 Celluloid/ Triangles, Protractors, Pick Needles, Pick
Glasses, Stell Rules, Steel Tape's, and manyother supplies.
See or Drop a post card to:

Anderson Coca-Cola Bottling Co.

*

Anderson, S. C.

*

♦

ALEXANDER CRAWFORD
Box 1046
Clemson, S. CBuy From Me and Save Many of Your Dollars
Cheapest Goods in Area

*

t

Dr, R. F. Poole, President of
Clemson, revealed recently in a
letter to Maj. Gen. Edward H.
Brooks, commanding general of
the Fourth Service Command,
that 3,893 men of the armed
services and 4,785 young men
below 18 years of age of the Enlisted Reserve
Corps studied
here during the war period. Also
he reported that an additional
two thousand specialized training students of the Star unit of
that organization were processed
here.
Dr. Poole thanked Gen. Brooks
for "the splendid manner in
which the Fourth Service Command has pleasingly and effectively cooperated with the educational program of Clemson
during the war period."
"Our efforts are now being directed toward educating ROTC
students and
ex-jger vice-men,"
Dr. Poole told the general, "and
we are fortunate that the training of Army personnel here could
be terminated recently in order
that our efforts might be concentrated on regular courses for
the greatly enlarged civilian, student enrollment."
Clemson's enrollment for the
current semeser totals 1684 students, 935 of them ex-service%
men.

*

It's CANDY WEEK
at "Doc's"
A Complete Assortment

VISIT OUR SODA FOUNTAIN

THE L.C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
P. S. McCollum, Owner
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"The Official College Book and Supply Store"
■
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